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REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE maintains security measures at all its exhibition
sites, their entrances and exits.
st

Paris, September 1 2016 – REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE is continuing the initiatives it has
undertaken since November 2015 to provide for the security and safety of those taking part in
Reed events. The security measures throughout the exhibition sites, their entrances and exits,
having already been stepped up, are now being prolonged.
Within the framework of France’s national security alert system for autumn 2016, REED
EXPOSITIONS FRANCE will continue, in coordination with the exhibition centres, to implement
exceptional measures of inspection and security. The teams are mobilized and they remain in
constant contact with local authorities (the Ministry and the Prefecture) so as to ensure--with the
greatest vigilance--the safety of the exhibitors, visitors, service providers and members of the media
present at the events.
Security guards will be stationed at the entrances and exits of the exhibition centres and at the
entrance to each exhibition hall. Security checks will be carried out systematically on bags and
luggage at each of the reception areas.
For any specific questions regarding one of our upcoming events, please use the website links below:
Maison & Objet
Bijorhca
Viscom
Cannes Yachting Festival
Rééduca salon
IFTM Top Resa and Map pro
About REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE - www.reedexpo.fr
Present in 20 industry sectors, with 52 leading events—including Batimat, EquipHotel, IFTM-Top
Resa, Expoprotection, Pollutec, Midest, SITL, Maison & Objet*, Fiac, Paris Photo, Nautic-Salon
nautique international de Paris—and 51 websites, Reed Expositions delivers contacts, content and
communities with the power to transform our customers’ business. More than 24,400 companies and
1.58 million buyers, from France and abroad, are customers of our events.
Reed Expositions is a member of the Reed Exhibitions Group, the world’s leading events organiser
and a leader in the French market with more than 60 events and 2 subsidiaries:
Reed Expositions France and Reed Midem.
*organised by the SAFI, a subsidiary of Reed Expositions and Ateliers d’Art de France

